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SPK Corporation
participated in Automechanika Frankfurt 2018
SPK Corporation (Osaka City, Osaka, President Kyoichiro Oki, TSE 1st board code 7466, www.spk.co.jp,
hereinafter SPK) participated in the biggest international automotive exhibition, Automechanika Frankfurt
2018 from Tuesday, 11th September in 2018 to Saturday, 15th September in 2018.
At this time, 6 suppliers joined in SPK booth. These suppliers displayed SHOWA shock absorber, which SPK
holds signed contract for global exclusive sales right,
as well as MUSASHI oil seal, NWB wiper blade, SAKURA rubber parts and ZEYE lighting parts. As a result,
141 companies from all over the world visited at SPK booth and this event became wonderful opportunity to
promote SPK global strategy.

SPK booth (front)

SHOWA（SHOWA CORPORATION）
SHOCK ABSORBER
SHOWA presented IECAS（Intelligent Electronic Control Adaptive Suspension）as reference, which is their
unique and the latest presumptive technique for OEM. On top of that, they presented “SHOWA TUNING
EVOLUTION -KIWAMI-” which is adapted for circuit driving. The product is normal shape dumper, but they
don’t sacrifice “comfortability” as their concept. They presented their high technique and overall capability
by adapting for the requirement from the latest OEM to high spec for circuit driving.

MUSASHI（MUSASHI OIL SEAL MFG. CO., LTD.）
OIL SEAL

MUSASHI utilizes for their experiences through 70 years of history. They keep peace of mind, safety and best
quality as “100 percent made in Japan” brand. On top of their wide ranges of 5,000 items, we presented
“MUSASHI” which takes continuous efforts for their new product development.

SKR（SAKURA PARTS CO., LTD.）
RUBBER PARTS
SKR presented engine mount, bush, strut mount and center bearing.
SKR brand was founded in 2017 by a rubber part manufacture which has more than 60 years of history. They
collaborated with NSO, which has 30 years experiences and former brand of SKR. Their participation taking
advantages of their know-how with “MADE IN JAPAN” rubber parts samples led to the best chance to
promote SKR brand to customers from all over the world.

ZEYE (NIHON LIGHTING INC.)
LED, HALOGEN VALVE
Heat of LED chip is effectively cooled by ZEYE excellent heat conducting aluminum chip.
Their excellent lighting design is owing to their long experiences and technique.
Electric fan by their design is built in their products. Dust and water proof are doubly sure. NIHON
LIGHTING presented their lighting samples effectively by excellent design thanks to their integrated
production and high quality made in Japan.

NWB（NIPPON WIPER BLADE CO., LTD.）
WIPER, WIPER RUBBER
NWB has extremely high share of genuine parts for Japanese and Korean cars.
NWB presented their wiper blade and wiper rubber which could conform to Japanese and Korean cars on
European market flexibly for all ranges. Many visitors showed their interest on graphite wiper which was
coated by low friction resistance carbon fine particle on wiper rubber.
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